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May 18, 1999 

JMHL TR: #99-0061 

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
ATTN: Document Control Desk 
Washington; DC 20555-0001 

Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3 
Facility Operating License Nos. DPR-19, and DPR-25 
NRC Docket Nos. 50-237, and 50-249 

Subject: Response to Request for Additional Information Regarding Unresolved 
Safety Issue (USI) A-46 

Reference: 1) Letter from L. W. Rossbach (USNRC) to 0. D. Kingsley (ComEd), 
"Request for Additional Information for the Resolution of Unresolved 
Safety Issue A-46. Dresden Nuclear Power Station, Units 2 and 3 
(TAC NOS. M69442 and M69443)," dated March 15, 1999 

2) Letter from J.M. Heffley (ComEd) to USN RC, "Response to Request 
for Additional Information Regarding Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) 
A-46," dated April 11, 1998 

3) Letter from J. F. Stang (USN RC) to 0. D. Kingsley (ComEd), 
"Request for Additional Information on the Resolution of Unresolved 
Safety Issue A-46," dated January 12, 1998. 

The purpose of this letter is to provide the Commonwealth Edison (ComEd) Company 
response to the Request for Additional Information (RAI), Reference 1, for the Dresden 
Nuclear Power Station. This additional information was requested to be provided within 
60 days, (i.e. May 18, 1999). The RAI was a result of additional information that we 
provided to the NRC in Reference 2 as requested by Reference 3. Our response to \ 
the RAI is provided in Attachment A. We are also providing an updated matrix of the 
SQUG Outlier Resolution Status in Attachment B. 
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May, 18, 1999 
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission 
Page 2 

Please note that we have deferred our response to Question 1 until a.later date. It has 
been agreed with the NRC that resolution on the use of Method A as described in the 
Generic Implementation procedure, Revision 2 (GIP-2) is an industry issue. Our 
resolution of the use of Method A will be provided in accordance with the NRC's review 
of this issue. Please refer to Attachment A for our specific response. 

Any questions related to this matter should be addressed to Mr. Dale Ambler, 
Regulatory Assurance Manager, at (815) 942-2920 extension 3800. 

Respectfully, 

Attachments: 

A. Response to Requ~st for Additional Information for Dresden Nuclear 
Power Station Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 

B. Question 4 Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

cc: Regional Administrator- NRC Region Ill 
NRC Senior Resident Inspector- Dresden Nuclear Power Station 



ATTACHMENT A 
Response to Request for Additional Information for Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 

NRC Question No. 1 

In response to the staff's question on the appropriate use of Method A of Table 4.1 of 
generic implementation procedure number two (GIP-2), you make reference to the 
Seismic Qualification Utility Group's (SQUG) letter of January 1998 (Reference 3). The 
staff is aware of the bases provided in the reference. More recently, SQUG has 
acknowledged in its letter of August 18, 1998, and the staff has agreed to in its letter to 
SQUG of September 21, 1998: "Any plant-specific implementation concerns should be 
addressed in the plant-specific evaluations." The restriction on the use of Method A 
comes from the discussion of "Advantage and Limitations" in Section 4.2.3 of GIP-2, 
where it is noted that "Seismic Capability Engineers should be alert for unusual, plant 
specific situations which could cause the amplification factor to be greater than that of 
typical nuclear plant structures." A review of some of the in-structure response spectra 
(IRS) provided in Appendix B (Reference 1) shows that at several elevations, the IRS in 
the Reactor Building and Turbine Building have double peaks (broadened); (1) between 
4 and 8 Hz, and (2) between 12 and 20 Hz. This indicates a plant-specific situation. 
The staff's concern is about the seismic adequacy of equipment including their 
supports and anchorages (such as electrical equipment, valves, and electrical relays or 
contacts) located within 40 ft. above the effective grade of 517 ft. In light of this 
discussion (1) provide justification for the use of Method A, (2) as an example, provide 
your justification for seismic adequacy of safe shutdown equipment list (SSEL) 
equipment installed on Elevation 549 ft. of the turbine Building. 

CoinEd Response to Question No. 1 

On April 12, 1999, per a telephone conversation held between ComEd and the NRC, it 
was agreed that resolution on the use of Method A c;is described in the Generic 
Implementation procedure, Revision 2 (GIP-2) was an industry issue. Both Ginna and 
Millstone Stations are considered lead plants for the resolution of the use of Method A. 
Therefore, ComEd will submit its response to this question, 45 days after the NRC 
Safety Evaluation is issued for Millstone Station. 

NRC Question No. 2 

In response to the staff's question on the use of epoxy-grouted anchors (Reference 7, 
Reference 2), you state "ComEd is not aware of any test data for epoxy-grouted 
anchors." You attempt to provide justification for using the GIP-2 capacities specified 
for the cast-in-place (CIP) anchors installed in uncracked concrete. The technical basis 
is not sufficient as it is known that the failure modes associated with the epoxy-grouted 
anchors are different from those associated with CIP anchors. 

An American Concrete Institute (ACl)-published paper, "Behavior and Design of Single 
Adhesive Anchors under Tensile Load in Uncracked Concrete," by Ronald Cook, et al., 
in the Structural Journal, January-February 1998, addresses this issue. The paper 
provides an explanation of various failure modes (different from those of CIP anchors) 
that are specific to epoxy-grouted anchors, as well as an analysis of the available test 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Response to Request for Additional Information for Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 

that are specific to epoxy-grouted anchors, as well as an analysis of the available test 
data. Com Ed is requested to confirm that the allowable loads (i.e., 25 percent of the 
ultimate average capacities) used for epoxy-grouted anchors were justifiable. 

ComEd Response to Question No. 2 

The ACI paper "Behavior and Design of Single Adhesive Anchors Under Tensile Load in 
Uncracked Concrete" referenced in Question 2 states in its Background Section that 
"Grouted anchors are not covered in this paper." The Background Section also provides 
attributes that identify grouted anchors. These attributes include headed bolts, hole 
sizes about twice the diameter of the anchor and the use of aggregate. 

Our LPCI pumps are anchored to the structure using grouted anchors. Each pump is 
anchored by four 1-inch diameter headed anchor bolts made of ASTM A 7 steel. Each 
bolt is grouted into a 2Yi-inch diameter hole and has a minimum embedment of 17 
inches. Based on a review of the drawings, specifications and product information 
available for this installation it was determined that the product used to install the 
grouted anchors is "Colma Fix" manufactured by Sika Corporation. "Colma Fix" is an 
epoxy-polysulfide bonding agent used for installing grouted anchors. A review of 
available literature for this product. indicates that the bonding agent was to be mixed with 
aggregate when used for grouting anchor bolts. The grouting of the anchor bolts 
required clean sound surfaces free of all dust, laitance, grease, and other foreign 
particles and disintegrated material. 

Sika Corporation was contacted and the product literature supplied for "Colma Fix" 
shows a compressive strength of 11,800 PSI and a tensile strength (without aggregate) 
of 3,600 PSI at 14 days that well exceed the strength of the existing concrete. The 
strength of "Colma Fix", which has excellent bonding properties, also exceeds that of a 
typical non-shrink grout such as "Masterflow 713 Grout" which has a 28-day 
compressive strength of 7,800 PSI. 

As described above, our LPCI pump anchor installation uses 1" diameter headed 
anchors in 2Yi-inch diameter holes with minimum embedments of 17". Given that the 
LPCI pump anchors are, in fact, grouted in place anchors, we conclude the referenced 
paper is not applicable to us. 

NRC Question No. 3 

A review of the calculations performed by your consultant in Attachment F of Reference 
2 to resolve the seven cable-tray supports outliers indicates that five outliers were 
resolved by using the limit state evaluation of Section 8.4.8 of GIP-2. One outlier (LAR 
007) is unresolved and one outlier (LAR 009) was just recently resolved. Provide 
information about the resolution of supports LAR 007 and LAR 009. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Response to Request for Additional Information for Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 

ComEd Response to Question No. 3 

In order to resolve our cable tray outlier described in LAR 007 a subsequent walkdown 
was performed by the Seismic Review Team. LAR 007 assessed a heavily loaded 4-
tier hanger with a short rod using conservative tray loading as recommended in the GIP 
(25psf). 

As part of the resolution of LAR 007, the subsequent walkdown was expanded to 
adjacent areas to assure that the worst case hangers were identified and assessed. 
During the subsequent walkdown no new outlier candidates were identified in the 
adjacent areas. In order to refine the LAR 007 assessment the hangers in this area 
were grouped into 4 cases to take advantage of the actual tray loadings, spans and 
configurations. Detailed information in the form of actual cable tray loading and actual 
tray spans was OQtained and used in the LAR assessment. The actual tray loadings 
and spans were found to be smaller than the loadings and spans used in the original 
assessment. 

The assessment showed that when using the actual tray loadings, spans and 
configurations, the worst case hangers were acceptable without modification using the 
GIP Section 8.3 dead load, ductility, and fatigue checks. In two of the cases, a limit 
state analysis was performed to verify the hanger adequacy for the vertical capacity 
check. 

Based on the above assessments, LAR 007 is closed and the outlier is considered 
resolved. 

Discussion of the resolution of LAR 009 was provided in our response to the first RAI 
(Reference 2), NRC Question No. 12. LAR 009 evaluated conduit duct raceway (bus 
duct) support system. However, weight of the bus duct at the time was not available. 
Therefore, the LAR calculated the capacity of the support hangers in terms of the bus 
duct weight per foot length, so that upon determination of the actual weight the outlier 
could easily be dispositioned. The capacity of the bus duct support hangers is 98 
lbs./ft. as given in Table 7.2 in the Dresden USI A-46 Summary Report. It has since 
been confirmed, based on th.e manufacturer's data, that the actual weight of the bus 
duct is less than 20 lbs./ft. Thus the support system has a safety margin of 
approximately 5. LAR 009 is complete and the outlier has been resolved. 

NRC Question No. 4 

ComEd's response number 1 in Reference 2 stated that approximately 40 percent of 
the equipment outliers had been, resolved (closed) at that time. Provide the status and 
schedules for completing the resolution of the remaining outliers by submitting the 
updated Attachment H to Reference 2. 
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ATTACHMENT A 
Response to Request for Additional Information for Dresden Nuclear Power 

Station Unresolved Safety Issue (USI) A-46 

ComEd Response to Question No.4 

Attachment B provides the updated status of outlier resolution. The 
Actual/Recommended Resolution column shows the updated information in bold and 
italic. To date approximately 65% of the outliers have been resolved. Of the remaining 
outliers, approximately 50% require hardware changes (as identified in Attachment B) 
for which the design and associated calculations have been performed and design 
details are being reviewed. For the other 50% of the outliers engineering evaluations 
and or minor fixes as required are in process. For implementation and completion 
schedule of these resolutions, we will adhere to t~e schedule plan committed to in the 
Dresden USI A-46 Summary Report, i.e., outliers will be resolved within two (2) 
refueling outages per unit following receipt of NRC SER on USI A-46 Submittal. 

J 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A1 Hydraulic Control 1) No seismic capacity based on 1) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report 
Unit earthquake experience or generic seismic 

2) A second chain near the bottom of gas D02-0305------H20 ·testing ruggedness data is available for 
class 0 equipment. bottles to be added. 

D03-0305------H20 
2) Nearby gas bottles are restrained by 
only a single chain. 

A2 Bus and Panel Locker/storage cabinet located next to bus Outlier resolved in original A-46 report. 
002-8302A-----M05 ·on rear side. 

A3 Motor Control Center Adjacent MCC 35-1 is inadequately Anchorage of MCC 35-1 to be modified. 
003-7839-2----M05 anchored (only tack welded in rear). Calculations have been performed for 

design. Design being reviewed by 
construction. 

A4 Bus and Panel Seismic demand exceeds capacity. Realistic, median centered floor spectra to be 
D02-8302A-----M05 developed. 
D02-83125-----P06 

Realistic median centered response spectra 
have been developed. Evaluation is in 
process. 

A5 Bus and Panel 1) Seismic demand exceeds capacity. 1 &2) Realistic, median centered floor spectra to 
003-8303A-----M05 be developed. 
003-83038-----M05 2) Embedded angle pullout capacity is 

003-83125-----P06 insufficient to hold down the cabinet during Realistic median centered response spectra 

D02-8302B-----M05 the event of SSE. have been developed. Evaluation is in 
process. 

A6 Bus Potential interaction with safety gear Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
002-8302A-----M05 cabinet behind Cubicle. 

A7 Motor Control Center Overhead unanchored emergency light# Emergency light to be positively secured. This 
D02-7829-8----M05 251C (battery powered). outlier has been resolved. A recent 

walkdown showed the emergency light to 
be positively secured. 



ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

AB Panel A 6' long (tall) cable tray raceway system Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
002-8302B-1---P06 hanger which is rod hung and laterally 
002-83125-1---P06 unbraced may sufficiently displace to 

impact the Panel. 

A9 Panel 1) Lights overhead have open hooks. 1) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
003-8303A 1-2-P06 

2) O.G. stack rises adjacent to panel and is 2) Seismic structural integrity of exhaust stack 
a potential interaction hazard. evaluated and found acceptable (Rev 1 of 

SEWS). Outlier resolved. 

A10 Motor Control Center 1) Nearby gas bottles secured by only 1 1) A second chain near the bottom of gas 
002-7829-2----MOS chain. bottles to be added. 

2) Lights overhead have open hooks. 2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

3) Unrestrained flammable storage.,cabinet 3) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
adjacent to MCC 

A11 Panel 1) Lights overhead have open hooks. 1) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
003-8303B1----P06 
D03-9802-A----P06 2) Emergency light #329 (battery powered) 2) Emergency light to be positively secured. 

003-9802-B----P06 not secured. This outlier has been resolved. A recent 
walkdown showed the emergency light to 
be positively secured. 

A12 Panel Lights overhead have open hooks. Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
003-8303A 1-1--P06 
003-83125-3---P06 

A13 Motor Control Center Lights overhead have open hooks. Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
and Panel 
002-7828-3----MOS 
002-7829-4----MOS 
003-7838-2----MOS 
003-7838-3----MOS 
002-2202-0073A 
002-2202-00738 
003-2203-0006 
002-2252-0084 
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ID 

A14 

A15 

A16 

A17 

A18 

EQUIPMENT 

Motor Control Center 
and Panel 
002-7828-7----M05 
002-83250-----M05 
002-9802-A----P06 
003-7838-1-1--P06 

Panel 
002-0902-0015 
002-0902-0017 
002-0902-0019 
002-0902-0036 
003-0903-0015 
003-0903-0017 
003-0903-0019 
003-0903-0036 
002-0902-0004 
003-0903-0004 

Panel 
003-0903-0046 

Panel and 
Transformer 
002-2202-0008 
002-7229------T10 
002-0902-0041 

Battery Charger 
003-9802-
3BNEGB05 
003-9802-
3BPOSB05 

ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

OUTLIER FINDING 

Nearby gas bottles only restrained by a 
single chain 

The internal cable tray raceway system 
hanger is rod hung and transversely 
unrestrained. It can displace sufficiently to 
impact the Panel which has only 1" 
clearance from the end of the cross
member. Cabinets do contain essential 
relays. 

1) Located adjacent to a conduit pull-box 
and it is an impact hazard. 

2) Adjacent toolbox adjudged a hazard. 

Adjacent emergency lights #293, #299, 
#220, and #313 (battery powered) are 
missing straps or are unrestrained. 

Overhead emergency light #329 (battery 
powered) is shelf mounted and 
unrestrained. 

3 

ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

Lower rack and chain to be installed. 

Cross-members to be restrained by "tying" 
them to front and back panels. This will 
preclude impact hazard as well as connecting 
front and rear portions of the main control board 
increasing anchorage capacity seismic margin. 
Light hooks to be crimped. 

Calculations have been performed for 
design. Design being reviewed by 
construction. 

1) Neoprene or similar soft material to be 
inserted between pull-box (conduit elbow 
on wall) and cabinet to reduce significance 
of impact. · 

2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

Emergency lights to be restrained positively. 
This outlier has been resolved. A recent 
walkdown showed all the emergency lights 
to be positively secured. Note that the 
emergency light #299 should be #229. 

Emergency lights to be restrained positively. 
This outlier has been resolved. A recent 
walkdown showed the emergency light to 
be positively secured. 



ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A19 Switchgear 1) Overhead trolley hoist is an impact 1) Hoist over 002-7329 to be secured by a 
002-7328------S35 hazard and needs to be parked. clamp or similar device to prevent it from rolling 
002-7329------S35 

2) Emergency light #299 (battery powered) 
freely. Outlier for 002-7328 resolved in original 

not restrained. 
US! A-46 report. 

Calculations have been performed for 
design to secure the hoist over 002-7329. 
Design is being reviewed by construction. 

2) Emergency light to be restrained positively. 
This outlier has been resolved. A recent 
walkdown showed the emergency light 
to be positively secured. Note that the 
emergency light #299 should be #229. 

A20 Switchgear 1) Overhead trolley hoist unparked. 1) Outlier resolved in original US! A-46 report. 
D03-7338------S35 

2) Open S-hook on overhead florescent 2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
light. 

3) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
3) Racking crank hanging between breaker 
and transformer. 

All are impact hazards. 

4 



ID 

A21 

A22 

A23 

EQUIPMENT 

Switchgear . 
003-7339------S35 

Switchgear 
0 0 3-6 7 34------S 3 5 

Panel 
002-2202-0070A 
003-2203-0070A 
002-0902-0033 
003-2203-0070B 
002-2202-0070B 
002-0902-0039 
002-0902-0047 
003-0903-004 7 
003-0903-0032 

ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

OUTLIER FINDING 

1) Overhead trolley hoist unparked. 

2) Open S-hook on overhead florescent 
light 

ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

1) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

3) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
3) Racking crank hanging between breaker 
and transformer. 4) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report 

4) Adjacent unanchored 4KV-gearbox 
locker. 

All are impact hazards. 

Safety equipment locker adjacent to 
cubicle, spare breakers marginally chained 
to wall, and additional unanchored spare 
cubicles 5' away from line-up are 
interaction hazards. 

1) Panel is not bolted to adjacent panel 

2) Panel 003-0903-0052 is missing a bolt 
and is adjacent to Safe Shutdown Panels 
003-2203-70A & B 

5 

Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

1) Panels are to be bolted together. Panel 
003-2203-708 has been bolted to the 
adjacent panel 903-27 (ECN No. 12-00854E). 
Panels D02-2202-70A and D03-2203-70A are 
bolted to adjacent panels 002-2202-708 and 
003-2203-708 respectively. Calculations for 
design to bolt other panels to adjacent 
panels have been performed. Design is 
being reviewed by construction. 

2) Bolt is not missing, but is loose according to 
Tracking Sheet for Resolution #14 (Appendix I 
of original USI A-46 report). Bolt to be repaired 
or replaced. This outlier has been resolved. 
A recent walkdown showed all bolts are 
tight. 



ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A24 Panel Panel not bolted to adjacent "low boy" Panel to be bolted to adjacent panel. 
002-0902-0046 console. Calculations for design have been 

performed. Design is being reviewed by 
construction. 

A25 Panel 1) One anchor projected out and loose. 1) The loose anchor has been fixed. Outlier 
002-0902-0028 

2) There is 1/4" gap between the panel and 
resolved. 

the surface of the concrete and panel 2) Gap to be closed by shimming. This outlier 
contains essential relays. has been resolved. A subsequent 

walkdown found the panel to be true level 
and any gap between the concrete and 
panel to be insufficient to create an 
interaction. 

A26 Panel 1) Panel is not bolted to adjacent p~nel. 1) Panel to be bolted to adjacent panel. 
003-0903-0033 

2) There is 1/8" gap between the panel and 2) Gap to be closed by shimming. This outlier 
the surface of the concrete and panel has been resolved. A subsequent 
contains essential relays. walkdown found the panel to be true level 

and any gap between the concrete and 
panel to be insufficient to create an 
interaction. 

A27 Cooler The attached piping does not have enough Coolers to be laterally restrained or effects of 
003-5746-A----H15 flexibility. loss of service water inventory and loss of 
003-5746-B----H15 . cooling capability to be evaluated. 
002-5746-A----H15 Calculations for design to laterally support 
002-5746-B----H15 the coolers have been performed. Design 

is being reviewed by construction. 

A28 Battery Charger Anchorage is inadequate (2 clips). Outlier has been resolved by modifying 
003-8300--3---B05 anchorage per Modification No. E12-3-96-225. 

A29 Battery Charger Unanchored. Outlier has been resolved by installing 
000-83250-0---B05 anchorage per Modification Nos. E12-0-96-213 
002-83250-2---B05 and E12-2-96-236. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A30 Vertical Pump Nozzle loads should be considered in the Outlier resolved via anchorage evaluation 
002-1502-A----P30 ANCHOR evaluation but information on performed with inclusion of nozzle loads (Rev. 
002-1502-B----P30 nozzle loads are incomplete. 1 of SEWS). 
002-1502-C----P30 
002-1502-0----P30 

A31 Horizontal Pump Piping vertically supported but has very Outlier resolved via anchorage evaluation 
003-1501-0044AP30 little lateral restraint and therefore piping performed with inclusion of nozzle loads (Rev. 
D03-1501-0044BP30 loads should be considered in evaluating 1 of SEWS). 
003-1501-0044CP30 the anchorage but information on nozzle 
003-1501-00440P30 loads is incomplete. 

A32 Valve 3G analysis shows yoke overstress. Valve extended operator accelerations from 
002-2301-0005-V20 I E79-14 piping analysis to be obtained and 
003-2301-0005-V20 used in the evaluation. 

-

A33 Valve The condulet coming from the valve was Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
002-0302-0019AV27 open exposing the wires. 

A34 Horizontal P.ump Unrestrained emergency light #209 Emergency light to be positively secured. This 
002-5203------P30 (battery powered) is overhead. outlier has been resolved. A recent 

wa/kdown showed the emergency light to 
be positively secured. 

A35 Switchgear 1) Spare breakers are too close. 1) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
D02-6723------S35 
002-6724------S35 3) Open hooks on light fixtures is 2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

overhead. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A36 Switchgear 1) A safety equipment locker immediately 1) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
002-67231-----S35 adjacent to switchgear is an interaction 

2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 003-67341-----S35 hazard. 

4) PCB storage tank behind switchgear is 
rod hanger restrained at mid-height. It 
is a flooding hazard because of sight 
glass at bottom of tank and essential 
relays inside the switchgear. 

A37 Panel 1) Overhead heater has only support rod 1) Heater rod has been replaced per 
003-2203-0073A and should have two. Thus, it is an impact WR960044408. Outlier resolved. 
003-2203-00738 hazard. 

2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
2) Overhead lighting has one open S-hook 

3) Fire piping to be seismically evaluated. and is an impact hazard. 

3) Overhead fire line is judged not to be 
seismically qualified by SRT. It is a 
flooding hazard because of essential 
relays inside panel. 

A38 Valve Suction line of pump (4-1/2" in diameter) Line to be restrained so it cannot impose force 
003-0302-0157 AV05 touches the valve yoke. onto the valve. Calculation for design of a 

support for the suction line has been 
performed. Design is being reviewed by 
construction. 

A39 Valve The pipe operator extends above floor Piping displacement from IE79-14 piping 
003-1501-0032BV20 grating. A 3/4" clearance exists between analysis to be determined and compared to 

the grating and the operator and a available clearance. 
potential interference may exist. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A40 Panel Base channel is secured to floor by 4 Anchorage to be modified to an acceptable, 
002-2252-0010 friction clips (one in each corner) positive anchorage design. Calculation for 
002-2252-0021 design has been performed. Design is 

being reviewed by construction. 

A41 Panel Panel is right against a column support on Panels to be bolted together to preclude impact 
000-NGC one side and an adjacent panel on the potential. Neoprene or like material to be 

other. inserted between column and panel, or panel to 
be secured to column. Panel to be secured to 
column and bolted to the adjacent panel on 
the other side, calculation for design has 
been performed. Design is being reviewed 
by construction. 

A42 Panel Panel is too close to two adjacent panels Panels to be bolted to adjacent panels. 
000-2223-0033 that it is not bolted to. Calculation for design has been performed. 
D00-2223~0041 Design is being reviewed by construction. 

A43 Damper 1) Damper hung in poorly supported 1) Duct support rod has been replaced per 
003-5772-0102-005 ductwork (already sagging). WR960043286. Outlier resolved. 

2) Overhead light has open S-Hooks. 2) Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 

A44 Battery Rack 1) There are spaces between the batteries 1 ), 2) Unit 2 batteries have been replaced 
D02-9802-A----B04 and along the front and back of the under Modification No. M12-2-95-003 and Unit 
D02-9802-B----B04 batteries. 3 batteries have been replaced under 
003-9802-A----804 

2) The battery cells are more than 10 
Modification No. M12-3-95-003. Outliers 

003-9802-8----804 resolved. 
years old. 

A45 Battery Rack The Styrofoam, on the front and back, is "Full height" Styrofoam spacers to be inserted, 
002-8300--8C--804 not full-height and could easily slip out or spacers to be secured (glue or tie) to rack (or 
002-83250-----804 during a seismic event. battery cells) so that they cannot slide out. 
D03-8300--8C--804 
003-83250-----804 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A46 CCSW Pump Cooler Bolt type is not covered by the GIP - Cinch Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
002-5700-0030AH15 Anchor. 
002-5700-0030BH15 
002-5700-0030CH 15 
002-5700-00300H 15 
003-5700-0030AH15 
003-5700-030BH 157 
003-5700-0030CH15 
003-5700-00300H15 

A47 Switchgear Spare breakers which are unanchored are Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
003-67331------S35 potential interaction hazards. 

A48 Vertical Tank Tank is supported by ring foundation. Evaluation of ring foundation has been 
000-3303-A----T05 completed (Stevenson & Associates Calculation 

9804006-C-002). Outlier resolved. 

A49 Horizontal Tank Sight glass of tank is an interaction issue Outlier resolved during subsequent walkdown 
000-5202------T05 evaluation (Rev. 1 of SEWS). 

A50 Heat Exchanger Commonwealth Edison is currently ComEd completed evaluation. Based on 
002-1503-A----H 15 evaluating the adequacy of the support evaluation results, support steel of all heat 
003-1503-A----H 15 steel, hence the USI A-46 evaluation of exchangers has been modified per Modification 
002-1503-B----H 15 this equipment is pending the completion Nos. E12-2-95-242, E12-3-95-258, E12-2-95-
003-1503-B----H 15 of Com Ed's review and any modification to 243 and E12-3-95-259. Outlier resolved. 

be made to this support. 

A51 Accumulator The accumulator has one bolt missing. Missing bolt to be installed (repaired). 
002-4798-A----A10 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUALIRECOMMENDEDRESOLUTION 

A52 Control Panel I DG Neighboring Neutral Grounding cabinet is Anchorage to be modified to an acceptable, 
Excit 003-2252- secured by friction clips. positive anchorage design. Calculation for 
0021-P06 design has been performed. Design is 

being reviewed by construction. 

A53 Panel 002-2202- Overhead light is only secured by one Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
0006-P06 chain 

A54 Cable Tray & Conduit An enveloping support in the Unit 2 Battery Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
Raceway Systems Room area was chosen for limited 

LAR001 
analytical review. The support is a 4-tier, 
rod hung trapeze supporting 4 tray.s. The 
support has two different types of ceiling 
anchorages: embedded strut and 
weldment to building steel. Loads exceed 
the allowables for the rod fatigue check. 

A55 Cable Tray & Conduit An enveloping support in the Auxiliary Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
Raceway Systems Electrical Equipment Room was chosen for 

LAR004 
limited analytical review. The support is a 
four-tier rod hung trapeze supporting 4 
trays. The support has two different types 
of ceiling anchorages: embedded strut 
and weldment to building steel. The loads 
for the embedded strut version exceed the 
allowables for the vertical capacity check. 
The loads for the welded attachment to 
building steel version exceed, by a small 
amount, the allowables for the rod fatigue 
check and are considered acceptable. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A56 Cable Tray & Conduit The main "spine" of the cables connecting Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
Raceway systems the Reactor building with the Control room. 

LAR 005 
A large two- bay system carrying 12 - 44" 
trays in one bay (one side) and 4 - 44" 
trays on the other side in a floor-to-ceiling 
system. The bolting connections at the 
ceiling connection (anchorage) do not pass 
the vertical capacity check. 

A57 Cable Tray & Conduit An enveloping support in the Unit 3 Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
Raceway Systems Turbine Building, El. 538, was chosen for 

LAR006 
limited analytical review. The support is a· 
two tier, rod hung trapeze supporting 2 
trays. The support anchorage is weldment 
to building steel. The support loads 
exceed the allowables for the rod fatigue 
check. 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A58 Cable Tray & Conduit An enveloping support in the Unit 2 The recommendation for resolution of this 
Raceway Systems Turbine Building, El. 517, was chosen for outlier is to expand the walkdown sample to 

LAR007 
limited analytical review. The support is a identify additional tray configurations of the 
four tier, rod hung _trapeze supporting 4 specific type for further evaluation. Based on 
trays. The support anchorage is an the progress thus far, it is not expected that 
embedded strut. The support loads hardware modifications will be needed to 
exceed the allowables for the rod fatigue resolve this outlier. 
check. 

The worst case hangers have been 
reassessed for actual tray loadings, spans 
and configurations. Actual loading and 
spans were found to be smaller than those 
used in the original assessment. The 
assessment (S&A Calculation DRE99-0029) 
showed the worst case hangers were 
acceptable without modification. This 
outlier is resolved. 

A59 Cable Tray & Conduit An enveloping support in the Reactor Outlier resolved in original USI A-46 report. 
.Raceway Systems Building, El. 517, was chosen for limited 

LAR008 
analytical review. The support is a two 
bay, three tier/bay; rod hung trapeze 
supporting 1 tray/tier. The support has two 
different types of ceiling anchorages: 
embedded strut and weldment to building 
steel. The loads for the embedded strut 
version exceed the allowables for the 
vertical capacity check. The loads for the 
welded attachment to building steel version 
exceed the allowables for the rod fatigue ' 
check. 
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ATTACHMENT B .. 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A60 Cable Tray & Conduit The support is a 1/2" field threaded rod Outlier resolved. Actual weight per foot of the 
Raceway Systems trapeze supporting 16" dia. conduit duct, conduit duct is < 20 lbs/ft compared to the 98 

LAR009 
24" to "top tier". The limiting seismic lbs/ft capacity (NDIT No. SEC-DR-98-046). 
capacity based on rod fatigue is 98 lbs./ft. 
The actual weight (amount of cable inside 
the conduit) is currently unknown. 

A61 Crib house Several trays above the 2A & 28 CIRC Modification E12-0-96-212 has installed new 
RACE009 water pumps are heavily corroded due to stainless steel cable trays and provides sealing 

water leaking in from the cable details for the cable penetrations. Outlier is 
penetrations. The corrosion does not resolved. 
affect the anchorage (penetrations are 
below the anchor point), so the hangers 
won't collapse, but the trays should be 
"cleaned up". 

A62 Unit 2 Turbine The hangers at the entrance to the Turbine Open issues to be resolved and analysis to be 
Building (including building, east of the track bay, are rod completed. 
DIG Room), El. 517 hung on one side and bolted to a strut 
RACE010 embedded in a block wall on the other 

side. This will remain an outlier pending 
resolution of the following issues: 1. How 
are the embedded struts anchored? 2. 
Was the wall evaluated in the 80-11 effort? 
3. Was the weight of the tray included in 
the block wall evaluation? 
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ATTACHMENT B 
Question 4: Updated Outlier Resolution Status 

ID EQUIPMENT OUTLIER FINDING ACTUAL I RECOMMENDED RESOLUTION 

A63 Unit 2 and Unit 3 Inclusion Rule Review #2: A 1" conduit Missing conduit clamps to be installed. 
Corner Rooms and from MOV M0-3-1501-20A to the tray Corrosion concerns are to be inspected and 
Torus above is missing its conduit clamps, evaluated. 
RACE016 thereby resulting in an overspan and a 

maintenance outlier .. 

Other Seismic Performance Concern 
Review #4. There is a tube steel conduit 
support stand at the Unit 2 torus, at TE-2-
1641-200 (bay 16), in standing water with 
its base plate and tube steel base 
corroded. Failure of the stand under 
seismic lateral load could damage the 
connection at the temperature element, 
therefore it is an outlier. There is a similar 
situation and concern at bay 14. Als'o, at 
the Unit 2 torus basement outer wall, 4 
small diameter conduit which are T to 8' 
off the floor have been heavily corroded 
due to seepage. This is probabJy not 
SSEL cabling, but it should be checked. 
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